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The ERS and DRS are really cool. These last two races where very intense and difficult. But we had
strong progress with the ninth overall position for Porsche. The car showed its full potential in

qualifying and the race. We have also been very happy with the team. Everyone is so motivated
and all of us try to do our best. Even at the snails pace of a) willing this monstrosity of a racing car
to the limit and, more importantly, b) keeping the P1 a couple of car lengths ahead of the Vitesse

at all times, the P1 is a distraction at all times. However, it genuinely looks and feels like a real
sports car and the brakes, suspension and chassis are well-built enough for the job. That was the
car but, as many a racing driver knows only too well, it can be far from easy to just drive it to the
limit. A driver needs to be mentally sharp and ready at all times and be able to react to situations
as they come and not just anticipate them. This is where the focus of the driving mode lies and
youre supposed to spend your time making the best of its new abilities, including an adaptive

traction control system that can decide when to intervene and varies the amount of help it
provides as you use more grip to get more grip, thus managing your tyres and youre driving style.
The first time I played through I spent more time tuning the diffs and brakes than I spent actually
driving it. Theres more to it than simply turning the throttle to the floor and holding it steady. Ive
always felt that if you get into any of those real disciplines in life, whether it be marathon running

or motor racing, there comes a time in your career when you realize that its what you were born to
do. Im sure this is true in racing, and I think it is true in life, Jonny Smith, Project Leader LMP1,

explains. Its not about your ability to win, but your passion for what youre doing. And that brings
not just a sense of fulfilment but also a sense of relief. If youve done it when you are young, now
you can pursue other things. If youve been successful in other areas of your life, it allows you to

rest. Youve earned the right to have a rest. I wouldnt have attempted it if theres not been
something special about it. Theres something very special about motor racing and Formula One.
When I think about the unique and historical nature of the sport, it makes me very proud to have

been a part of it.
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Once produced, the Evo was certainly a stunning sight. Although the tail-lights were the only area
that looked new-looking, it was a big improvement over the previous generation. In fact, it looked

better than all but the first F1 GTR in terms of its proportions. Thanks to the shorter nose, the
LMP1 was broader than ever. It was longer as well, although with the tapers that had been used in
its predecessors nose. The body was made of stressed-yet-light aluminum alloys from Lamborghini

and from the front right where the wide, tri-pointed intakes had once been, to the rear mid-
sections, as well as the fenders and the wheelarches. You could see the wheelarches because you
could see the RS500 wheelset it came with, which was big, showing the full size of the wheel. The

wheel was blacked out, but the sidepod clip-ons were fire-engine red. A hugely powerful nose
mounted a broadside gargoyle at the front, a stately head topped by a low scoop, a thing that was

both the most visually exciting and the most frustrating feature. Not only was it a bit more
effective (and perhaps because it was a bit more dangerous), but the P1s profile was far more

menacing than the smooth-skinned 1990s LMP2 that had predated it. Youd never have taken it for
a non-racing car, yet it was a perfect sleeper. I mean, a Porsche 917 K , how can a car that looks
like this have almost no fans? It just works. The P1 is the only production car in history that looks
like a supercar and yet works. Porsche 911 , Audi SLS AMG GT3 , a Ferrari 458 Italia that was just

far more badass. It was the perfect sleeper. It absolutely works. 5ec8ef588b
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